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Abstract

Camera-Based Optical Character Recognition
(CBOCR) has attracted interests of many researchers
in both computer vision and document analysis re-
search fields. A significant challenge in CBOCR is
how we handle characters of those appearances are af-
fected by three-dimensional (3D) rotation due to loca-
tional relationship between a printing plane and cam-
era. Proper handling of these 3D rotated characters
is expected to improve the performance of both detec-
tion and recognition of camera-captured characters. In
this paper, we propose an efficient implementation of
3D rotation estimation for camera-captured characters.
The proposed implementation requires small memory
load and short computational time. We employ Lin-
ear Discriminant Function (LDF) instead of Modified
Quadratic Discriminant Function (MQDF) for further
memory reduction. The results of experimental evalua-
tion using a large-scale alphanumeric character dataset
showed that small number of dimensionality of original
feature vector is sufficient for keeping accuracy of 3D
rotation estimation and total amount of memory re-
quired for 3D rotation estimation is reduced from 141.0
MB to 6.6 MB.

1 Introduction

Rapid improvement of performance and availability
of consumer-level digital imaging devices made signif-
icant demands where these devices were used for cap-
turing documents and characters to be coded in nat-
ural scenes. These demands have attracted interests
of researchers in both computer vision and document
analysis research fields to establish Camera-Based Doc-
ument Analysis and Recognition (CBDAR) or Camera-
Based Optical Character Recognition (CBOCR) tech-
niques. In the last two decades, researchers have con-
tinued expanding traditional scanner-based document
analysis and recognition techniques to camera-based
situation and developing new techniques based on ob-
servation from machine vision researches [1, 2].

CBDAR and CBOCR suffer from difficulties which
are not involved in scanner-based scenarios. The first
difficulty appears in recognition stage. Distorted ap-
pearance of characters due to perspective projection
and three dimensional (3D) rotation easily corrupts
recognition performance. A memory-based recognition
technique[3] and a rectification-based approach[4] have
been proposed to overcome this distortion problem.
The second difficulty is that detection of character is af-
fected by complex natural scenes. As seen in the result
of ICDAR 2013 Robust Reading Competition[5], text

detection accuracy does not exceed 80%. For text de-
tection in natural scene image, an edge-based method
has been proposed in [6]. Other approach using scene
context for character detection in natural scene im-
age has been proposed in [7]. This method tried to
use information other than character shape to improve
character detection performance.
A Connected-Component (CC)-based approach for

text detection was proposed by Kuramoto[8]. This
method discriminates extracted each CC into character
or non-character using estimated 3D rotation angle of
recognized character. This method achieved accurate
character/non-character discrimination and character
recognition and it is confirmed that rotation angle of
characters is useful information for character detection.
A major drawback of the method in [8] is that the

method requires a large amount of memory for esti-
mating character rotation angle. In this paper, we pro-
posed an efficient implementation of 3D rotation angle
estimation which keeps estimation accuracy using low
dimensional feature vectors and the small number of
eigenvectors in classifiers. Moreover, we reduced re-
quired memory amount by employing Linear Discrim-
inant Function (LDF) for rotation angle estimation.

2 Rotation-free character recognition and
3D rotation angle estimation

The proposed efficient 3D rotation angle estimation
of camera-captured character is based on the CBOCR
method proposed by Narita [9] and Kuramoto [8]. In
this section, we review their CBOCR and rotation es-
timation methods.
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the process flow of training

and recognition stages in their method, respectively.
In the training stage, the method translates the cen-

ter of the enclosing rectangular of a non-rotated char-
acter to the origin of 3D left handed Cartesian coordi-
nate system and generates training samples of 3D ro-
tated characters by virtual (on memory) 3D rotation
process. After generating 3D rotated characters, fea-
ture vectors are extracted from these rotated charac-
ters and mean vectors, eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
covariance matrices are calculated to construct a clas-
sification dictionary which consists of learning model
for each character class and also for each rotation angle
class.
The Gray-scale Gradient Feature[10] is employed to

describe appearance of input character image. The
gradient feature is extracted by the following proce-
dure:

1. As pre-processing, the position and size of an in-
put image is normalized.
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Figure 1. The process flow of Kuramoto’s
CBOCR method (training stage), cited from [8].

Figure 2. The process flow of Kuramoto’s
CBOCR method (recognition and rotation esti-
mation stages), cited from [8].

2. The input binary image is converted into a gray-
scale image by repeatedly applying a 2 × 2 mean
filter 4 times.

3. The gray-scale image is normalized so that the
mean gray scale becomes zero with the standard
deviation value equals 1.

4. The direction and strength of gray-scale gradient
on each pixel is obtained by applying a Roberts
filter to the normalized image.

5. The obtained direction of the gradient is quantized
in 32 orientations with π/16 intervals.

6. The normalized character image is divided into
(2n − 1)2 ((2n − 1) horizontal ×(2n − 1)vertical)
blocks. The strength of the gradient in each di-
rection is accumulated in each block to produce
(2n− 1)2 local orientation histograms.

7. The directional resolution is reduced from 32 to 8
by down sampling with weight vectors [1 4 6 4 1]
and [1 2 1]. Also, the spatial resolution is reduced
from (2n−1)×(2n−1) to n×n by down sampling
every two horizontal and every two vertical blocks
with 5×5 Gaussian filter, to produce a feature vec-
tor of which dimensionality is 8n2 (n horizontal,
n vertical, and 8 directional resolution).

The 5 × 5 Gaussian filter, the weight vector [1 4 6 4
1] and [1 2 1] in the step (7) are the high-cut filters to
reduce the aliasing due to the down sampling. Their
size was empirically determined for this purpose.
In the recognition and estimation stage, we extract a

feature vector of the input character by the same pro-
cedure in the learning stage. Then the method classi-
fies the extracted feature vector using learning model
of each character class. Modified Quadratic Discrim-
inant Function (MQDF)[11] is employed as classifier.
MQDF is defined by

g(X) =
1

ασ2

[‖X −M‖2

−
k∑

i=1

(1− α)λi

(1− α)λi + ασ2

{
ΦT

i (X −M)
}2

]

+
k∑

i=1

ln{(1− α)λi + ασ2}, (1)

where X and M are feature vector and the mean vec-
tor of a class respectively, and λi and Φi are the i-th
eigenvalue and eigenvector of the covariance matrix,
respectively, σ2I and α are an initial estimates of the
covariance matrix and a confidence constant, respec-
tively. The class which minimizes g(X) is selected as
the recognition result. The required computation time
and storage for character recognition is O(kn).
After identifying its character class of input image,

the method estimates the rotation angle of input image
using trained model of that character class to identify
its rotation. The original method also used MQDF
classifier for this process.
Since this approach does not requires rotation nor-

malization of input character, it can recognize rotated
characters in the same computational time as non-
rotated characters. Also, since this approach recog-
nizes without word/line segmentation characters indi-
vidual, there is no restriction of text layout.

3 Efficient implementation of 3D rotation
estimation

3.1 Strategies of the proposed implementation

A major drawback of the method described in 2 is
that the method requires large memory load for char-
acter rotation angle estimation. The main contribu-
tion in this paper is proposing efficient implementa-
tion which significantly reduces this memory load while
keeping the estimation accuracy.
The dimensionality of feature vectors and the num-

ber of eigenvectors in MQDF classifier are critical fac-
tors to control the memory requirement while the num-
ber of rotation angle classes should not be reduced to
keep capability for angle estimation. The method han-
dles estimation of the character rotation angle as a
classification where an input character image is clas-
sified into one of 847 three-dimensional rotation angle
classes. The classifier has one dictionary consisting
of reference vector and 20 eigenvectors for each an-
gle class. When the method employes feature vectors
of 392 dimensionality, the angle estimation requires
1.7GB memory capacity for all character classes. This
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Figure 3. Examples of alphabet ‘A’ used as data
set.

Table 1. Base-line performance of 3D rotation es-
timation for various fonts: the numbers represent
estimation error in degree.

Helvetica Century All-font
x,y 12.25 10.40 11.66
z 2.70 2.49 2.75

requirement of memory capacity is quite larger than
that of 9.6MB for character class recognition.

The strategies for memory reduction in the proposed
implementation consists of main three approaches:

1. dimension reduction of original feature vectors,

2. reduction of the number of eigenvectors in classi-
fiers,

3. replacing MQDF classifiers by LDF.

In this section, we describe each approach and eval-
uate its effectiveness by experiments with a large-scale
dataset.

We used multi-font character data set exampled in
Fig. 3 consisting of approximately 600 samples per one
character class. We divided this data set into train-
ing and evaluation sets. In the training set, the ro-
tation angle of characters ranges −50 degree to 50 de-
gree around x-axis and y-axis, −30 degree to 30 degree
around z-axis in order to avoid similarity problem e.g.
’N’ and ’Z’. Concequently, 847 (11×11×7) samples are
generated for training for each character image. Rota-
tion angle of characters in evaluation set ranges −42
degree to 42 degree around x- and y-axes, −30 to 30
degrees around z-axis with the angle interval of 6 de-
gree. 2475 (15× 15× 11) samples are generated as an
evaluation data set for each character image.

For evaluation measures, we employ two metrics, i.e.
arccosine of inner product between the character nor-
mal detected by the method and the actual character
normal (rotation angle around x and y-axes) and dif-
ference between rotation angles around z-axis.

3.2 Base-line performance for 3D rotation esti-
mation

The base-line performances of 3D rotation estima-
tion for Helvetica font, Century font and All fonts are
shown by Table 1. The base-lines are obtained by the
condition where 392 dimensional gradient feature vec-
tor (n = 7) and 20 eigenvectors of covariance matrix
for calculation of MQDF classifier. From these results,
we observed that (1) estimation performance for rota-
tion around z-axis is higher than that around x,y-axis
and (2) the number of fonts contained in evaluation set
does not affect estimation accuracy.
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Figure 4. Mean estimation error on angle estima-
tion vs dimensionality of feature vector.
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Figure 5. Mean estimation error on angle estima-
tion vs the number of eigenvectors.

3.3 Dimension reduction of original feature vec-
tor

Here, we reduced the dimensionality of original fea-
ture vector by changing the number of sub-blocks and
evaluate the effect of dimension reduction against es-
timation accuracy. Since the class of input character
image is identified in the recognition stage (“Classifica-
tion 1” in Fig.2), the dimensionality of 392 of original
feature vector seems to be larger than necessity for ro-
tation angle estimation. Particularly, the number of
sub-blocking (7× 7) is considered to be reduced.
The results are shown in Fig. 4. Mean estimation

error is stable against dimensionality of feature vec-
tors, except dimensionality of 8 (n = 1). These results
represent that small size of trained model, which is con-
structed with small original feature vector, is able to
keep estimation accuracy for 3D rotation of characters.

3.4 Reduction of eigenvectors in classifiers

Here, we reduced the number of eigenvectors in
MQDF classifiers and evaluated the effects of them
against estimation performance. In the calculation of
MQDF classifiers, the original estimation method used
20 eigenvectors when dimensionality of original feature
vectors are 392. We confirmed that the original dimen-
sionality could be reduced in the above, so, we also
expected that the number of eigenvectors in classifiers
could be reduced.
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Figure 6. Mean estimation error on angle estima-
tion vs the number of eigenvectors (in the case
where the training and the test data consist of
only Helvetica font).

The result is shown in Fig. 5. Each of the mean
estimation error were almost the same except that the
number of eigenvectors is zero, which is equivalent
to using Euclidean distance as classifier. This result
shows that small number of eigenvectors are sufficient
to estimate rotation angle of multi-font characters.

In order to check the limitation of eigenvector re-
duction, we have done the experiment for performance
evaluation with only Helvetica font for both training
and test data sets. The result is shown in Fig. 6. Each
of the mean estimation error is not affected by the
number of eigenvectors. From this result, we consid-
ered that eigenvectors in MQDF classifiers contribute
for multi-font rotation angle estimation.

3.5 Replacing classifier

We assume that the distribution of sample due to
difference in font shape is the same in all classes in the
feature space, and we replace MQDF by LDF. LDF is
defined by

gj(X) = WT
j X + w0j , (2)

WT
j = −2MT

j Σ−1,

w0j = MT
j Σ−1Mj ,

where, X and Mj are feature vector and the mean
vector of class j respectively, and Σ is covariance ma-
trix. If the distributions of samples in every classes
are Gaussian and equal to each other, LDF guaran-
tees to be optimum discriminant function. The LDF
brings significant reduction of memory and computa-
tional time against MQDF.

The result is shown in Table 2. The estimation accu-
racy of LDF is slightly lower than that of MQDF, but
required memory is significantly reduced. In addition,
the estimation accuracy of LDF is higher than that of
MQDF with reduced the number of eigenvectors.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an effective implementa-
tion for 3D rotation angle estimation in CBOCR. The
results of experiments confirmed that our three strate-
gies; i.e. (1) reduction of original feature dimensional-
ity, (2) reduction of eigenvectors in classifiers, and (3)

Table 2. Average estimation error and memory
capacity for various classfiers.

MQDF MQDF LDF
(k = 20) (k = 1)

x,y (degree) 12.25 14.68 13.92
z (degree) 2.70 4.68 3.89

memory capacity (MB) 141.0 19.2 6.6

replacing classifiers from MQDF to LDF, could reduce
required memory from 1.7 GB to 6.6MB with keeping
estimation performance from the base-line.
Future work involves to further improvement of x,y-

axis rotation angle estimation by introducing interpo-
lation with classification scores.
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